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                        Toronto Leather Pride
We work to ensure that there are equal rights and representation for every person of different sexual gender and identities.
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                    Pride Festivals 2019
his coming Leather Pride Festival 2019, wear your most powerful glam outfit and slay your way together with everyone! Be creative, meet new people, and have fun!


Read More                              
                    

                                            
                            
                        

                                    

            

                
            
                
                    
                    Registration for our Leather Pride 2019 Community Events
We, in Leather Pride, are trying our best to feature a calendar full of a wide range of non-profit, commercial and charitable events that support and empower the people in our community. 


Register                              
                    

                                            
                            
                        

                                    

            

                
            
                
                    
                    Volunteer
Toronto Leather Pride is in search of volunteers who will play a big role in the planning of this celebration. Our Volunteer Program offers a large range of volunteer opportunities.


Join Now                              
                    

                                            
                            
                        

                                    

            

            		

    	

    
    
    	
    		                
                                            About Us
                        
                    
                    
                                                    About

                                                
                            Toronto Leather Pride is an organization that supports and empowers the queer communities not just in our city but also beyond. Our group includes mothers and fathers. Many who use strollers or baby swings to look after their children while donating time to the cause. We work to ensure that there are equal rights and representation for every person of different sexual gender and identities.

This is a celebration for this sexy and diverse community – what we have accomplished and what we are to accomplish in the future. The leather community and those who want to enjoy a good party can participate. Space is created for not only the current …
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    				Online Slot Games as Pride Festival Fundraisers: Gaming for a Cause

    				
            			Updated on  January 21, 2024December 28, 2023/ Lydia Watkins            		

					
						In recent years, the worlds of online gaming and charitable fundraising have found a harmonious intersection, and one notable collaboration has emerged in the form of online slot games supporting Pride festivals. As the LGBTQ+ community continues to strive for equality and acceptance, innovative initiatives are tapping into the power of online slots to raise funds for worthy causes.

This article explores the symbiotic relationship between online slot games and Pride festival fundraisers, showcasing how gaming for a cause can be both entertaining and impactful.

…

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				Best Pride-themed CBD Products to Purchase for the Month of Pride

    				
            			Updated on  January 29, 2024November 13, 2023/ Lydia Watkins            		

					
						Pride Month, from Monday, June 1 – Friday, June 30, 2023, is in honour of those who were an important part of the gay rights protests. During this month, we are reminded that Pride can still fight for the LGBTQIA+ community’s rights. Pride Month is a month when LGBTQ communities celebrate their unitedness, and there are pride-themed CBD products like Delta 8 THC gummies that you can purchase. Amidst the colourful array, a surprising addition emerges Amanita mucaria in gummy form, offering a unique twist to Pride festivities.

It took quite a while for the LGBTQ community …

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				Why is There a Rise of Vaping in the LGBTQ+ Communities

    				
            			Updated on  February 7, 2024November 11, 2023/ Lydia Watkins            		

					
						In recent years, vaping has surged in popularity and has become a widespread phenomenon across various demographics. Notably, it has gained significant traction within LGBTQ communities, evolving into more than just a trend but a defining aspect of subculture.

But how exactly did vaping become a prominent element in LGBTQ spaces? Let’s find out!

Community and Identity

One primary factor contributing to the prominence of vaping within LGBTQ circles is the strong sense of community and identity that these groups foster. Historically, LGBTQ individuals have often gravitated towards …

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				SARMS: The Biggest New Muscle Drug

    				
            			Updated on  September 15, 2023September 15, 2023/ Lydia Watkins            		

					
						In fitness and bodybuilding, staying ahead of the curve often means exploring the latest advancements in supplementation and performance-enhancing substances. One such innovation that has been making waves in recent years is the advent of Selective Androgen Receptor Modulators, or SARMS, as they are available online. These compounds have gained a reputation as the biggest new muscle drug, promising remarkable benefits for those looking to achieve their fitness goals. With a unique mechanism of action and a growing body of research, SARMS is changing the landscape of muscle-…

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				Best Vape Juice Flavors to Try and Enjoy

    				
            			Updated on  December 3, 2022November 8, 2022/ Lydia Watkins            		

					
						Vaping is enticing when you know it has a flavor that suits your taste. It’s vital to understand that there are different best flavors of vape juice that you can try. The perfect time for vaping seems to be when you’re taking the best vape juice flavor for you. All the vape juice flavors vary in taste, but there are exceptional vape juice flavors at Eurovap that are considered the best. Know these best vape juice flavors by reading this short and exciting article.

Different Category Types of Best Vape Juice Flavor

Know that vape juice flavors are profiled into …

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				How the CBD Industry Supports the LGBTQ Community

    				
            			Updated on  November 15, 2022August 26, 2021/ Lydia Watkins            		

					
						Many members of the LGBTQ+ community may have tried CBD gummies in Canada to alleviate their anxiety and sadness. Whether they suffer from social anxiety, work-related stress, discomfort, or difficulty sleeping, CBD products, such as tinctures, mints, and candies, have helped them unwind.

LGBTQ+ Community, Oppression, and Depression

If one thing unifies the LGBTQ+ community in all of its beauty, it is the idea that love triumphs over hatred and tyranny. They have collectively won the long battle for equality and gay rights.

However, in a time wherein the reality of…

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				The Top 20 Sex Toys to Spice Up your Gay Life

    				
            			Updated on  November 15, 2022December 4, 2020/ Lydia Watkins            		

					
						Being experimental inside the bedroom will never be a boredom without buying a vibrator and will break the dull sexy time with your partner.

Here are the 20 Sex toys, ranked up to spice up your sex life!

Clone-a-Willy

Wouldn’t it be amazing to have the exact replica of your partner’s penis even if he’s not at home? This dido kit has everything you need to make the highly detailed, immortal erection of your partner’s penis. You won’t have to worry about anything, as it comes with great instructions and the mixture is latex-free, hypo-allergenic, and safe to …

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				Deep Gold and Verse Is Bringing DJ Duo Tama Sumo and Lakuti’s Here in Town!

    				
            			Updated on  August 13, 2020July 10, 2019/ William Haney            		

					
						We have brought you the world-renowned DJ duo Tama Sumo and Lakuti with the help of Deep Gold and Verse. The duo have been reviewed as on of the best in their field. Audiences have been jumping on their couches listening to the tunes. The evening will be celebrated with a prize giveaway of a cookware set and a new kitchen faucet. DJ duo Tama Sumo and Lakuti are known to create a space where friends can become family, lovers embrace, and everyone comes together to celebrate the triumph of love.  They create a dance floor where genres don’t matter and where differences are embraced.

Deep Gold and Verse have made themselves known as a source …

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				How to Share Your Pride

    				
            			Updated on  April 1, 2020June 13, 2019/ William Haney            		

					
						It’s that time of the year; it is Pride Month, and we’re all excited to celebrate this event with our whole community! The colour purple represents the spirit and it is also the final colour in our rainbow. This colour represents the things that make our community – from the past to who we are now and the unbreakable bonds that we have with each other. To guide everyone, here’s a list of tips on how to show and share your Pride in your workplace!

Bring The Colours to Your Work

It may feel a bit too much, but letting people see the rainbow colours is a good way to show your Pride to others. You have different ways to display …

					

    						
    			                
    				
                                            
    				The Most Colourful Party in Town: Prism Party

    				
            			Updated on  February 24, 2020June 2, 2019/ Naomi Ragsdale            		

					
						It is time to gather together, show our support to the community, and celebrate the future. Local fishermen are celebrating too. They will be having a kayak meet up on the lake. Some will be making out there in trolling boats too. For those who can’t make it onto the water, they will sit on the shores on their chairs. Gather your friends and wear your most extravaganza clothes! Here’s a party with crowd-pleasing libations, a killer soundtrack, festive decors and a lot of exciting activities.

This year’s most colourful party has come to town and this could be our greatest yet! This event is yet to tickle our hearts as it is to be …
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